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Stellar Construcfion employees, subcontractors and suppliers must adhere to safe driving
under the road safety golden rules specified below for heavy and light vehicle drivers and
passengers:

All vehicles shall be equipped with sufficient number of seatbelts for each passenger. Driver
and passengers must wear seat belts all the time during vehicle operation.

Driving under influence of alcohol, drugs or other controlled substances is strictly prohibited.

Drivers driving at work shall avoid usage of all remote control devices and receiving catls on
a mobile phone whilst driving, even if a hands-free kit is fitted. Therefore, they shall ensure to
park the vehicle at a safe area.

Drivers and passengers shall avoid all types of behavior that can cause distraction whilst
driving. i.e. consume food, smoking.

All drivers must have valid driving license and have the functional capacity to operate the
assigned vehicle. All drivers must be appropriately trained. Sufficient time breaks shall be
planned for driving period.

Journey management shall be planned before equipment movement and transportation of
personnel.

All vehicles shall be inspected and approved by related discipline before entrance to the site.

All persons employed as drivers and persons regularly driving on company vehicle on
company's business shall be medically assessed and documented to ensure that they have
the functional capacity to operate a vehicle safely. All of the company vehicle drivers shall
pass health examination and functional capacity for driving shall be approved.

Local traffic regulations and speed limits shall be followed while driving.

Only the number of people equal to the number of seats in the car shall be allowed to travel.

Loads shall be secured during transportation and manufacturer's specifications shall not be
exceeded.
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